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"You are all angels now. Only thtng you are not aware that you are angets. If
you know that you are angels, all your quallties will start shtntng through."
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"Shri Hanuman Pqia, England, April 23, lg8g
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S.IIRI I:IANUIII,d,jNA PUJA TALK, 7989: SYNOPSIS

Shri Hanumana puja was held on April 23, in Cliftonvil le, England, in a quiet seaside
resort on the southeast coast of England. ln Her address to the Sahaja Yogis, Shri
Mataji explained that Shri Hanumana was an angel and that we have become angels
from human beings. On the left side are placed the ganas and on the right side are
the angels. In Sanskrit they are referred to as devdoot, which means the ambassadors
of God, and Sahaja Yogis are acting in this capacity on earth.

Angels have the special quality of standing by the truth at any cost. They are
completely unafraid of falsehood and are not concerned about how they are perceived.
The truth is their life and they will go to any length to establish it and to protect all
those who live in truth. Sahaja Yogis have been given special blessings, the special
protection of the divine, and if they stand for the truth, for righteousness, then all the
protection of the divine will be given.

We are not aware of our status. Shri Mataji stressed that She has made us angels
and if we can recognize this, all of our qualit ies wil l begin to shine forth. She has not
made us into saints, but angels. Shri Mataji does not create saints, as they are made
by their own effort. Angels are created effortlessly, like Ganesha, Kartikeya and
Hanumana, and Sahaja Yogis are all made in the same manner.

The fundamental difference between saints and angels is that saints can be
maneuvered, troubled, and tortured whereas the angels do not take any problems upon
themselves, they only create solutions. Even the incarnations accept penances,
tortures, etc. so that they can create an event in their life which expresses their
qualities in a more dynamic way. Angels are aware of the protection of the Divine and
are very confident. Shri Hanumana, as an angel, has great capacities and powers and
it is His right to use them. All the miracles are created by the angels to express the
power and beauty of the Divine to humanity, to convince them of lts presence.

Shri Mataji explained that Sahaja Yogis have an even greater right than the angels
within the realm of God, as they can raise the kundalini of people and give realization.
Angels cannot transform human beings. We have tremendous powers in our
possession but we are afraid to manifest them and talk about them.

Shri Hanumana came to this earth to eliminate the judgment of others which is
expressed through the Agnya chakra. The movement of the Agnya from right to left
results in the expression of our so-called personality as ego, and this tendency is what
Shri Hanumana tried to eliminate. Our ego is not to be destroyed but it is to be
utilized for the work of spreading Sahaja Yoga. Therefore, if we know that we are
angels, we will have no ego. The powers that we have are for Sahaja Yoga, and as
Shri Mataji works for Sahaja Yoga, we must also'[vork..

Sahaja Yoga is not done by Adi Shakti. She has created these powers in everyone
which manifest, but Sahaja Yoga has worked out through the innate qualities within the
Mother Earth and in the seed. Shri Mataji stated that She is here not as Adi Shakti,
but as our Mother, our Holy Mother, and as our Holy Mother She has guided us, but
we must do the job ourselves. We are instruments of the Divine and we must work
and do the job. Mother emphasized the need for quickness in order to see results,
and said that we are not particular about the timing of our progress in Sahaja Yoga.
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This portio!'t gf lhe Divine work is our job and nobody else is going to do it. We must
spread Sahaja- Y9g, . and bring it to d level where people cai s6e it. Sahaia yoqis
must venture forth w-$foqt any fear, collectively and'individually, forgetting as'to wliat
will happen, aqd confident thai the Paramchatahya will integrate and-sustaTn our eftorti
to transform this world. Jai Shri Mataji Nirmala Mal

INTERWEW WITH SIR SRTYASTAYA
12130188 in Alibag, lndia

Well it is nice to be able to talk aboul.to.day's world situation. lhave the great honour
and privileg.e _oJ serving_the united Nation-s system as the secretary Ge-neral of the
International Maritime Organization. The Unlted Nations system -was established
primarily for -promoting peaceful cooperation among the natio-ns of the world for the
betterment of human kind, And ever since its establiihment, the United Nations and the
various.specialised agencies have done a great deal of work, a tremendous amount ot
work. . lf. you.take certain specialised fields, for example hdalth, the WHO has done
wonderful wglk, in many countries, the eradication oJ _dmallpox oi dealing with malaria
or dealing with many other matters. Similarly UNESCO has'done a great-deal of work.
United Nations have been endeavouring tb bring about peace. - The International
Maritime..Organization functions on the bale of goo-d will amilng nations of the world in
the maritime sector.

But I have a feeling that peace is not merely cessation of hostilities, cessation of
hostilities is very.. imFlrtant. 

' 
I think we must ail be very happy that theie is no more

shooting war in the Gulf area, or within those two neiqhnouiinq countries. Thev have
started to sort of talk..among themselves. We see trtairibia bedoming independdnt, we
see Afghanistan, another exhmple of voluntary withdrawal of forces.

These are all excellent developments, but perhaps I feel, maybe because I am an
Indian, I feel that there is someihing deeper whicn'needs to be bealt with. And {nat is
the human being, the human element. We have seen tremendous advance of
technology, of science. Since the industrial revolution the world fr 

--Oerg;; 
r"ny

other revolutions.. Today.. you have the revolution of communications. pdople in ait
parts.of th.e world can talk to each other any time they like, can see each 6ther any
time they like. So there has been such great-advance ih technology; it is the computer
age and yet..what is that fundamental element on which peac6- depends? P'eace
depends.o{l th.g minds of human beings, on the-hearts of human beings, upon their
genuine. belief that this earth is the award of one tiuman family, that we a-re'all' brothers
and sisters. Unless we deal with this fundamental problem, unless we try to eliminate
from human mind and much more from human heart this feeling of divisiveness of one
being.against another, of one promoting itself at the expense oianother, unless we do
that, I do not believe that we will really attain that lbvel of human existence when
nations can re.ally l ive together in peace. That is a problem which rises within me all
the time and I feel that much more attention needs 

.to 
be given all over the world to

the human being.
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We must not believe for one moment that human nature is what we generally see. As
Hobbes said, 'Human nature is nasty, brutish and short." That was a very limited view
of human nature. lt may be that sometimes human beings exhibit that brutality, but
that is not the ultimate of human nature. Human nature at its best is angelic and it is
all within us, it is within each human being to improve himself or herself and that can
be done by spirituality. I am not talking of individual religions; in my view all religions
lead to the same almighty God. lt is impossible to have more than one Almighty by
definition, therefore we are all His children. We are all parts to Him and everyone is
entitled to choose any part; what we are not entitled to do is to fight with each other.
What amazes me sometimes is that people in the name of the Almighty, before Him
we all bow down, in His name we quarrel with each other. lt is not understandable.

It is in this context that I very sincerely believe that Sahaja Yoga has a great role to
play. After all, what is Sahaja Yoga? Basically the philosophy of Sahaja Yoga is that
each human being, created by God, has within him or her energy which is taught,
energy which if released can raise your spirituality, can give you self-realisation. You
can attain the heights to which any human being is entitled to attain and it is this
aspect of human activity which holds the key to success in the future. lt is not by lip-
service to the idea of peaceful cooperation that we can really build up peace. lt is of
course very important that we should continue to work, we should continue to bring
nations together, but we must create a beautiful world. And that can be created only
by attention to the inner being so that the inner being rises with majesty to its best
height. And I have seen Sahaja Yogis who are as near perfection as it is humanly
possible. Why is it that they have chosen this part, why is it that they have renounced
untruth, why is it that some of them who used to take drugs have renounced drugs
overnight? Why is it that they have gone away from alcoholism? Why is it that they
believe in speaking the truth? Why is it that they believe in compassion, in friendship,
in sharing?

It is because they have now attained self-realisation, which means their own powers
have emerged, thb power of good which is the angelic power. And that is what needs
to be promoted, that is what I have called key to success in the future. Now
unforlunately to a practical man - and a practical man is supposed to be someone who
takes the world as it is and says, well, is this possible in the world that we live in?
Are we not dreaming? ls it not imagination? How can this world change, it has been
like this for ages?l But then if you come to think about - | am a rational person - |
don't just run away with emotions, I am an administrator, I am a diplomat, I have to
apply my mind but although I know that mind is a very limited instrument, still if you
apply your mind, then you see - on the one hand you have force of destruction,
nuclear weapons, armaments which will destroy the world four times over. Now is that
the kind of world we want? And can we survive? lf it is not today, it will be tomorrowl
Some day, somewhere, someone commits a mistake and you have a global holocaust -
who survives then? Humankind cannot survive.

It is not something which is that far away. lt is with us today. Another instance - take
the environment: now we have nations-days, we have.boundaries, but the environment
has no boundary; if there is a disaster in one country it can affect neighbouring
countries which has happened as you know. The Chernobyl disaster, the phenomenon
of toxic wastes or the destruction of ozon-layers, the greenhouse-effect, these are all
global problems, problems created in one part affe_cting every other part. So is it not
all day dreaming when we talk of a peaceful world? lt is there with us today,-the only
thing is: do we have the ability to recognize that, to understand that and to deal with
it? lf we don't have. we don't have too much time. You know the environment
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problem was not so much before, even ten years ago. We used to think the
environment is a fashionable word - no longer it is with us today. lf we do not rethink
our ways of living, our future relationships, the manner in which nations should
cooperate, should help each other, we will be in entire trouble.

This is the background in which I feel that the movement of Sahaja Yoga which is
purely spiritual, which accepts anyone who is seeking, to improve himself or herself,
that really holds the key to success. Of course it has a certain lndian connotation, but
India has a great tradition, India consists of people whose roots go back centuries to
antiquity and there has been a sort of a tradition in lndia of sages, of meditation, of
contemplation. Two thousand years ago people were asking themselves fundamental
questions. Questions why are we here, who is God, what is our relationship? These
are the questions of 'a developed mind not of an undeveloped mind and 2000 years
qgo we had minds which were highly developed, so you go back into the history and
that is the tradition. But the tradition of India has been contemplation, meditation,
always thinking of the right rule for mankind, of dharma, how to live with. Not that
everyone can come to it, but that is the basic philosophy. And Orient, I would say
Ghina, I have a great respect for China, there is tremendous wisdom there, a
tremendous culture, and Orient has something to offer to the world today. But what
hag happened is the developed world, the Western world largely, be-cause of its
technological revolution, has gone ahead and achieved wonders, miiacles, there is no
dgub! about that, but in doing so, I feel that they have left human beings behind. And
this is creating a tremendous imbalance in their own way of living. They are not at
peace within themselves. They have goods, services, but are they happy within
themselveq, do they have peace? Why don't they have? Because of the dichotomy,
because of the distance between technology and the human being.

In the Orient technology has not yet taken over, it is coming, but in the Orient there is
still a certain balance, a certain spiritual approach to human existence. The two can
come together, spiritualism of Orient and spiritualism of West - you have tremendous
spiritualism, only it has been submerged by too much attention to materialism. Well, I
think the two worlds can come together and that is my hope and that is what I am
working for.
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Puja to Shri l-fanuman, the Embassador of God

Last weekend many of us attended the Shri Hanumana Puja in Margate, England, and
here are a few impressions.

Most of us arrived on the Friday evening in Margate, a quiet seaside resort in Kent, the
county on the south eastern tip of the country which is known as the "garden of
England," as Shri Mataji remarked on Her arrival at the station on Saturday morning.
The English had reserved 400 beds in three Butlins hotels in Brighton, and must have
put bandhans on plenty of people coming to the puja so that all the beds would be full;
in the end we were a little over 600 Sahaja Yogis sitting comfortably in the ballroom of
the Grand Hotel on Sunday morning for the puja.

On Saturday morning everyone made their way to the railway station to greet Shri
Mataji. lt was a typical English day: grey, windy along the sea front, sunny patches
here and there, but not too cold. The station was crowded with yogis from all over
Europe, each with flowers, and all were able to present their flowers to our Divine
Mother. lt was very joyful and the one or two policemen who turned up at the station
on hearing about the crowd did not seem to mind. Then Shri Mataji left for St. George
Hotel by car and we walked or rode back to our hotels.

After a free afternoon we all gathered in the ballroom after Saturday dinner for an
evening's entertainment in the 

-preser.lce 
of our Divine Mother. Firsi was a drama

presented by the small children of England, who performed the story of Shri
Hanumana, the boys very proudly wearing their monkey costumes. This was followed
by a presentation of part of Shakespeare's uA Midsummer Night's Dreamn by the
English, introduced by John Glover playing Puck. At one point when the dancing was
supposed to start the cassette of music could not be found anywhere and Nick Granby
brilliantly adlibbed to fill the gap, causing the audience to roar with laughter as he
remembered the dinner he had supposedly just eaten - venison, quails' eggs, and other
exotica - and finally and melodramatically announcing, "Side 2, track 1" which got the
music rolling. Mr. Srivastava complimented him on his fine performance afterwards.
The highlight of the evening was a Kathak dance presentation by Pratap and Priya
Pawar, with more live music, bhajans from the British and a song from Ray Harris's
sister, Sharon, as an interlude. Shri Mataji seemed very pleased by the dancers.

Sunday was Puja day. Shri Mataji talked about the angels. Shri Hanumana is an
angel, and Shri Mataji pointed out to us that She has made us angels, too. She could
not have made us saints - a saint becomes a saint through his own efforts, whereas
an angel is created by his Mother without effort pn his part. An important difference,
however, between Shri Hanumana and ourselves is that He is aware He is an angel
and of the powers He has, whereas we are not aware, or forget. Notably, protection is
afforded to the angels; saints may suffer, and incarnations may appear to suffer, but
the angels, the Sahaja Yogis, are completely protected from all suffering, Shri Mataji
said. She went on to talk more specifically about Shri Hanumana, how for instance his
swallowing of the Sun was his mastery of the right side and of the ego,

5
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The puja lasted three or four hours, with at the end many presents from the assembled
nations to Shri Mataji, including a beautiful icon of the Annunciation from Switzerland
and a large painting of Shri Hanuman made by the French children during their holiday
camp vacation. During the Puja there were bhajans, and a large choir of English
Sahaja Yogis sang the Shri Hanumana Chalisa of Tulsi Das, which Shri Mataji
particularly liked.

The weekend finished off on Sunday evening with a havan on the sea front. Shri
Mataji was resting in Her room, but we could feel very clearly Her Attention on us as
we stood in the darkness and mild drizzle and Her 108 names were read. The havan
was arranged quite spontaneously a few minutes beforehand on the sea front in a sort
of arena with a bandstand; the havan was set up on one side of the arena and we just
sat or stood around. After the havan there was some very spontaneous singingj of
"Kundalini, Kundalini' and some other songs before we walked back to our hotels. My
last memory of Margate is of Josi in the snack-bar adjoining the ballroom, after the
havan, showing us some of his latest imitations to the merriment of all, but I won't
reveal too many details...

As you no doubt know, the Sahasrara Day Puja is taking place next weekend in
Sorrento, on the sea side near Napoli. lt is said that a ship has been hired to take us
all on a cruise to Capri lslandl After that comes Buddha Puja in Barcelona on the
weekend of 21st May, and later in the summer a Puja in New York (14th June), Devi
Puja in France (on the 200th anniversary of the storming of the Bastille, 14th July), and
Shri Ganesha Puja in Switzerland, Guru Puja in Austria, and Shri Krishna Puja in
England. Shri Mataji is also intending to visit Helsinki, Leningrad, and'Athens.

An Account of Shri Mataji's Visit to Bombay,
Calcutta and Kathmandu

We recently had a letter from my sister-in-law, Sita, who is living in Pune. Amongst
the things she had to tell us:

After Birthday Puja in Delhi on the 19th [of March] we went to Bombay to arrive just in
the morning of the nreal" Birthday Puja, where thousands of people came. lt was a
very, very strong Puja. After Bombay... I was lucky to follow Shri Mataji to Calcutta
and Kathmandu.

The Easter Puja was set at a very lovely place outside of Calcutta just in the territory
of the Frooti (mango drink) factory. The leader of Calcutta owns this factory and Shri
Mataji herself inaugurated the production of Frooti on the west coast of India just
befoie the Puja. lt was incredible to see Shri Mataji in between all these juice
preparing machines and hundreds of Frooti packages. Directly from this function Shri
Mataji was driven 200 metres away to the Puja pendal. (The Calcutta people had
special florists and so it was a beautiful decoration with thousands of fresh flowers.)

The Puja was a Mahalakshmi Puja, where Shri Mataii explained (amongst many other
things) the relation between Lakshmi tattwa and Mahalakshmi power: unless and until
our Lakshmi tattwa is established, Mahalakshmi power will not start acting through us.
Shri Mataji explained that we have to become like lotuses: fragrant, light, and tolerating
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even the ugly worms which may be in the leaves. Not only the ladies - also the men
have to become like this.

Then Shri Mataji spoke about the poverty in the Calcutta region. She said that the
people are so poor because the Lakshmi tattwa is not established. People are miserly,
they have to show more generosity, hospitality, they have to look after others - then
the poverty problem will be solved. Factory owners (or people with money) should also
start to be like fathers to their workers.

Another remarkable thing about this Puja was that Shri Mataji told the Sahaja Yogi
leader the night before that Sahaja Yogis could also bring their friends, i.e. non-Sahaja
Yogis, to the Puja! One lndian Sahaja Yogi told me that this was probably because
the vibrations would be too strong for the Sahaja Yogis only to absorb (we were only
50 to 70 Sahaja Yogis).

[Flying to Kathmandu...] As there was no first class on the plane, Shri Mataji was
sitting with us. What a tremendous feeling to fly with Shri Adi Shakti above Mother
Earth, knowing that everything is just Her creation. During the flight Shri Mataji gave
realization to one air hostess and worked on her for about 10-15 minutes. One small
girl came, just to stand in front of our Mother and to look at Her with great eyes. Shri
Mataji said that this was a born-realized one. Her parents came to get Shri Mataji's
blessing, then their brother and his wife, etc... The aisle started becoming stuffed with
kneeling people - but just then everybody had to go back to his seat as we were
landing in Nepal. The landing was very hard, as if Nepal's earth wanted to give a big
hug to Shri Mataji to welcome Her in the land of Sahasrara

Liselotte and Herbert have got a new ashram, a beautiful, very modern house with a
big garden where they had a small pendal with a big buffet of Austrian specialities
prepared specially to please the Nabhi chakra and all the Sahaja Yogis during their
stay in Nepal.

The same evening all the Sahaja Yogis from Nepal were introduced to Shri Mataji,
including two Austrian boys (18 and 19) who were exactly one week old in Sahaja
Yoga. Shri Mataji was very pleased with them; 'What a depth - look at their
kundalinis, such great seekers... They must have been seeking for ages." And then we
had bhajans. In the beginning nobody could be found to play the harmonium - so our
Divine Mother Herself took the instrument and playedl And She not only played the
harmonium but even was singing Herself and then teaching Lise how to play a
particular raga. lt was really incredible. The whole atmosphere was so joyous and I
think this was the most joyful day of my life. Jai Shri Matajil

The Puja the next morning (30th of March) was just beautiful and again very joyous.
Shri Mataji spoke about Nepal, or rather the Himalayas being the Sahasrara of the
world and how these big mountains protect India, the Kundalini, against all negativity.
She said the Nepali people were very religious"".minded, but very poor people who
tolerate too much. After the Puja everyone was allowed to present a garland to our
Mother's Lotus Feet and Shri Mataji was very happy about the vibrations of everyone.

After coming back from Nepal there was a surprise Puja in Pune for Gudi Padwa, the
New Year of Maharashtra.

Phil Ward, Switzerland
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THE S.EITENTH ^EAST COAST S.EMI]\[AR

Over the weekend of May 12-14 the seventh East Coast Sahaja Yoga Seminar was
held at the Channel 3 Country Camp in Connecticut.

The camp and its facilities, set in picturesque New England woodland surroundings,
were familiar to many of the 70 Sahaja Yogis attending. To the newcomers such as
myself, it was a delight to meet so many new faces and straightaway to feel very much
part of the American collective.

In addition to the Sahaja Yogis of New York, Boston and Maine, we were joined by
yogis from Toronto, Cincinnati and Miami to make this the largest seminar yet held on
the East Coast.

Friday evening was spent greeting everyone, catching up on news and settling into our
quarters.

Saturday morning commenced with a guided meditation by placing our Mother in our
hearts and raising our kundalinis several times just with our attention, each time
reaching higher into the sublime realm of silence. Then with our attention upon the
collective kundalini we repeated the procedure, establishing our collective awareness
beyond rationality and touching the state of Sat-Chit-Anand: the gift which Shri Adi
Shakti Mataji is anxiously waiting to bestow upon us all.

We were very fortunate to have with us Christine de Kalbermatten and Patrick Hughes
who had just returned from Sahasrara Puja in ltaly, bursting with news. So we
spontaneously rearranged the seminar program to begin it with Christine and Patrick's
account of their time spent with our Holy Mother and all our European brothers and
sisters. They told us of their arrival in ltaly, their meetings with Shri Mataji, the boat
journey to Capri, the Puja itself and their stay up until their departure. Their account
was sprinkled with so many instances demonstrating the compassion, the simplicity, the
directness, the awesomeness, the sweetness and the love of our all-powerful Mother
that we were all just transported into our Mother's presence and were able to receive
the vibrations of the puja. How amazingly the collectivity works.

Then we proceeded out of doors to a secluded place in the woods, where we asked
Shri Bhoomi Devi to absorb all our problems and strenthen our connection. This was
followed by a practical session of Sahaja Yoga cleansing techniques. For some new
people this was the first time they were exposed to aspects of Sahaja Yoga requiring a
deeper level of commitment. The beautiful tranquil surroundings and the tremendous
vibrations of collectivity helped very much in smoothing over what can be a difficult
step in the development of a Sahaja Yogi.

After lunch we watched a videotape of the talk given by Shri Mataji at the Fatima Puja
in Switzerland in 1988. Again the vibrations were tremendous and the Sahaja Yogis'
understanding of Shri Mataji's advice was very deep.

After dinner we were delightfully entertained by some Indian dances performed by the
two daughters of Mrs Gulati, whom she accompanied with her singing. After this we all

8
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sang bhajans. Even people who had never previously heard a word of Marathi were
joining in with great enthusiasm.

Sunday morning, which was Mother's Day, commenced with a meditation during which
a Mother's Day card addressed to Shri Mataji was passed around for all to sign.

After breakfast we performed a havan, reciting the thousand names of Shri Lalita and
asking that all the negativity gripping America and the world be removed. This was
followed by a beautiful puja performed by the new people.

After lunch we all assembled at the river, and together we placed the puja flowers in
the water, confident that the seminar had been a success and that we were returning
to our homes with a greater sense of collectivity and a deeper understanding of
vibrations, which is nothing but the Diving Love of our Mother.

Peter Brownscombe,
New York

MOTHER'S DAY
Or was it...? On May 14th letters, flowers, telegrams from all over the world poured
towards the London residence of Shri Mataji. There was just one big part of the world
whose line went dead on this day: silence from America. Were we not supposed to
be good at communicating? All the shops here were full with printed Mother's Day
cards. For what use? The yogis of America did not remember they have a Motherl
And then, the excuses, the explanations... lt's all rather sad. Perhaps, yes, we too
love Mother but certainly, no, we don't have our attention where it should be. "The
beginning of the world is its Mother," said Lao Tsu. And the beginning, the middle and
the end of Sahaja Yoga is Mother. What else? Who else?

True, during the East Coast seminar, some 70 yogis did sign a card for Mother but
that's not the point because each of us, individually, we have to be more alert, more
loving, more alert at loving. And be where love belongs. . At Mother's Lotus Feet.

New York Sahaja Yogis

tutice {Bom fl{oming

On tfre foreftead of monting's sfty
On tfte cross of Qo['s tfrir[ eye
Wfrere Cfirist cfiose to utin ai[ [ie
tfre ref sun ftas risen" ft@f,
Caricf in tfie parpfe gfory
Of Our Motfier's tikka
To fierafd and 1efroU
SafiSa loga

*****t ( t t t (** t t
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NA,rraKE
Contemplate the immensity of the ocean
My brothers and sisters,
Enjoy the majesty of the mountains,
Discover the beautiful music of the rivers dancing
In their beds of stones and grass,
Appreciate the songs of the birds
And the birth of the leaves after the white winter,
Enjoy the harmony of nature,
Bathed by the refreshing wind,
Like the sound of the flute which spreads
In the depth of the forest,
Feel all around, from the North to the South,
From the East to the West
The completeness of the creation
And bow before its Doer, the Adi Shakti.
How would the Sun shine,
How would the Moon spread its silver glance
On the surface of the Earth,
How would the wind gently strike with tenderness
The radiance of our faces,
How would life pulsate,
lf Shri Mataji, our Mother,
Would not in Her unreachable Greatness
Coordinate, plan and master the whole show
from the depth of Her Heart and the splendour of Her being?
Don't forget, my brothers and sisters!
We smile, because our Mother smiles through us,
We dance because She let the divine rhythm of the Pulsation of Her
Heart penetrate into us,
We sing because She allows the exquisite music of Her Voice irradiate
the totality of our being,
We enjoy because our spirit if filled with the Parabrahma ltself, and we
are what we are because of Her love for The devotees, lmmeasurable
love, deeper than the ocean,
Vaster than the universe and higher than the firmaments.

Danurdhara,. Geneva
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I}IARRIAGE VOWS, GAI{APATIPULE, 7988.89

CtrcumamUutation erouna fu-S orcret llil]g

The bridegroom says thus to the bride:

THE FIRST BOUND

I remember Shri Adi Shakti Mataji in my heart, and tell you that you must keep the
chastity that would be necessary for good Muladhar. Our well-being and
auspiciousness lies in completely accepting and keeping full respect of innocence and
forsaking cunningness.

TI-IE SECOND ROUND

I remember Shri Adi Shakti Mataji in my heart and tell you that the Divine aesthetics of
married life should be seen in our daily life, our home should be aesthetically
decorated. Like planets and stars that are revolving within the limits of their orbits at
specific distances, we should do all our work within and strictly abiding by the Dharma.

I shall extend all hospitality to Sahaja Yogis and fully associate with you in performing
the duties towards Dharma. May we both achieve the blessings of enjoying the joy of
collectivity

THE THIRD ROUND

I remember Shri Adi Shakti Mataji in my heart and tell you that I will hand over all the
money that I earn to you, fully realizing that it has come to me as the reward of your
punya. You should spend that money carefully and only after consulting me. Keeping
in mind that all the wealth belongs to God, we should spend our wealth, whatever
possible, with the feeling that we are receiving God's blessings.

There should be no hankering for material objects. Becoming completely detached, We
should nurture our Mahalakshmi principle.

THE FOURTH HOUND

11

I remember Shri Adi Shakti Mataji in my heart and tell you that I will never hurt your
feelings and shall forget all the mistakes made by both of us in our past lives. My love
for you will be limitless and so should be yours. - Please do not suppress your feelings
and never hesitate to tell me if for some reasofi'"your mind is at anguish or someone
troubles you. I shall always stand by you, protect you and shall never listen to any
false complaints against you.

The Bride tells thus to the Bridegroom:
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THE FIFTH ROUND
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I remember Shri Adi Shakti Mataji in my heart and tell you that I shall bring the Divine
Sweetness in. your life, I shall cook d-elicious food that can be enjoyed by you, we
should eat only the food cooked by Sahaja Yogis. Please do not forbd me tb meet, or
be in the company of those who are not good Sahaja Yogis.

We should never use between ourselves abusive or bad language and should never
shout at each other. You should quietly listen to me and I shall also quietly listen to
you.

THE SIXTH ROUND

I remember Shri Adi Shakti Mataji in my heart and tell you that we both should
regularly meditate and teach our children and also our friends how to meditate. Our
life should be that of penance but we should not complain or unnecessarily tell others
about it and should be hap.py in all circumstances. Your eyes should be pure and free
from lust for women and without greed for anything.

THE SEVENTH ROUND

I remember Shri Adi Shakti Mataji in my heart and tell you that we should truly
understand that Her Holiness Shii Mataji Nirmala Devi has conferred Her Grea:t
Blessings on us, and so we should completely surrender and dedicate our hearts to
Her. This dedication should be through complete integration of body, mind and
intellect. We should be aware how tremendous and unprecedented the iryork of self
realization is and that the rest of everything in our life is unimportant and of no
cons-equence. lt is, my condition that we should day and night unceasingly enjoy Her
everflowing g_race, devote and dedicate ourselves to Her, regularly offer the 

-Puja 
tb Her

pholg with-all.the protocols, and be extremely humble in Hei preience. Pleas6, correct
me if you find me failing in these.

Brides and Bridegrooms say together:

l -shall open the path of Moksha which I have received with the blessings and grace of
Her Holiness Shii Mataji also..to others and shall achieve, in the compan'y of su6h great
and realized persons, the well-being of the whole universe.

COMPLETION OF THE HAVAN

Bridegrooms should drop ghee three times in the Havan with the saying of the
following:

Om Agnaye Swaha
Om Agnaye Swaha
Om Agnaye Swaha

Om Tatsat
Om Tatsat
Om Tatsat
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Om Poornamadah Poornamidam
Poornat Poorna Udachyate
Poornasya Poorna Madaya
Poornameva Vashishyate

Om Shantih Shantih Shantih.

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
I
I

10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27

Johan de Cocker (Belgium)
Nicholas Granby (UK)
Anil Mehtani (lndia)
Sandeep Gadkary (lndia)
Gagan Ahluwalia (lndia)
Frank'Bruck (Austria)
David Boyle (New Zealand)
Peter Brownscombe (Australia)
Bertold Karcher (Germany)
Wolfgang Gilek (Austria)
Robert Huber (Germany)
Francis Ducheine (Belgium)
Herman Cinto (Holland)
Mark Briscoe (UK)
Antonio Mogarra (France)
Malcolm Scott (Australia)
Paul Francis (UK)
Martin Mohr (Austria)
Kevin Fitzgerald (Australia)
Alain Couchouron (France)
Robert Jubin (France)
Franz Dullnig (Austria)
John Carlton (UK)
Jean Noel Roebec (France)
Andre Posman (Belgium)
Gambhir Chavan (lndia)

Tobias Patterson (Australia)
Jeffrey Raum (USA)
Edwin Tobias (Austria) '
John Mills (Australia)
Gilles Rode (Switzerland)
Michel Buyle (France)
Phillipe Carton (France)
Dominique Simmon (France)
Prasad (lndia)
Avinash (lndia)
Vinay Srivastava (lndia)
Dr. Pepe Svero (Spain)
Yogesh (lndia)
Vitto Quinci (ltaly)
Bernhard Nebel (Austria)
Alexander Koelbl (Switzerl.)

Ivfaniages itt In[ia, 19SS/59

Karen de Nitto (USA)
Karina (Titti) Asti (ltaly)
Nina Zimbelius (Austria)
Anita Valderrama (ltaly)
Amy Livermore (USA)
Sandhya Nhavale (lndia)
Ella Skwarska (USA)
Pamela Lean (USA)
Dunja Behjet (Germany)
Vidya Radke (lndia)
Karin Knoll (Germany)
Anne McDonald (Australia)
Angelina Piquellet (Australia)
Sandhya Chavan (lndia)
Patricia Borremans (Belgium)
Jayu Gangaram (Bombay)
Rosalyn Turton (UK)
Vicky Speer (UK)
Barbara Eckert (Austria)
Joelle Gastambide (UK)
Naina Parte (lndia)
Maria Pilar (Spain)
Lea Holland (Australia)
Sally Fincham (UK)
Sharon Harris (UK)
Athena Kanaris (UK)
Maria Del Pilar Pena

Villarrosa (Spain)
28 Madhuri Jadhav (lndia)
29 Chaya V Sapte (lndia)
30 Sondhya Sapte (lndia)
31 Sangeeta Hadapsarkar (lndia)
32 Manjusha Hadapsarkar (lndia)
33 Chaya Kulkarni (lndia)
34 Jyoti Kulkarni (lndia)
35 Alexandra Ceferin (Australia)
36 Tracy Luton (Australia)
37 Joanna Davis (Australia)
38 Chanda Despande (lndia)
39 Hilde Fronhoffer (Germany)
40 Maneesha Bhakre (lndia)
41 Sangeeta More (lndia)
42 Sarita Bhakre (lndia)
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43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50
51

Ursula Schmidt (Austria)
Barbara Gruber (Germany)
Dawn Morgan (UK)
Elizabeth Mathews (Switzerland)
Marllyn Skeers (UK)
Angela Binell i (USA)
Elisabeth Schafarik (Austria)
Annegret Zmijanek (Germany)
Annie Dion (France)

Phil Ward (Switzerland)
Michiel Martens (Holland)
Flodney Woodhouse (Australia)
Nicola Matera (ltaly)
Giorgio Angeoni (ltaly)
Herbert Reininger (Austria)
Douglas Nicely (USA)
Mathias Kaluzny (Switzerland)
Max Nobauer (Austria)
Dominique le Pocreau (France)
Erwin Peraner (Austria)
Hari Bhamra (UK)
Georgio Reviana (Milan)
Arnafdo Buzzi (Milan)
Ashok Kinhar (lndia)
Hugh Frith (New Zealand)
Paul Blockley (ltaly)

52 Silja Wittman (Austria)
53 Sussane Winter (Austria
54 Deelia (Milan)
55 Alison Roberts (UK)
56 Renate Harrup (UK)
57 Anna Maria Marnoni (ltaly)
58 Jane Fox (New Zealand)
59 Angela Spizzu (ltaly)
60 Diana and Patrick Hughes (USA)
61 Francoise and Michel Celie-Fordy (France)
62 Anna and Duilio Cartocci (Brazil)
63 Bruno and Mirau Descaves (USA)
64 Jean and Marie Astrid-Storms (Belgium)
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I{. u{. Sfiri Matoji Nrmsfia Deai
1989 Visit to the Americas

Confirmed Schedule of Countries to be Visited: USA, Canada, Colombia, Brazil.

June

15

Friday
Saturday
Sunday
Monday
Tuesday
Wednesday
Thursday
Friday
Saturday
Sunday
Monday
Tuesday
Wednesday
Thursday
Friday
Saturday
Sunday
Monday
Tuesday
Wednesday
Thursday
Friday

Julv
Saturday
Sunday

I
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
1B
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30

H.H. Shri Mataji in New York
Rest
Devi Pooja For North America
Public Program in New York
H.H. Shri Mataji leaves for Cincinnati
Public Program in Cincinnati
l-1.11. 9l'tri Mataji leaves for Toronto; Public Program in Toronto
H.H. Shri Mataji leaves for Vancouver
Public Program in Vancouver
H.H. Shri Mataji leaves for San Diego
Public Prograni in San Diego
H.H. Shri Mataji leaves for Los Angeles
Rest
H.H. Shri Mataji leaves for Miami
Public Program in Miami
Ll.H. Shri Mataji l-eaves for Bogota (Colombia)
Pooja for South America
Public Program in Bogata
!1.!. Slri.Mataji leaves for Salvador (Brazil)
H. H. Shri Mataji arrives in Salvador
Publiic Program in Salvador
H. H. Mataji leaves for Rio de Janeiro

Public Program in Rio de Janeiro
H.H. Shri Mataji leaves for London (Via Rio de Janeiro)

01
02


